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1. Introduction
Reiterman’s theorem [33] affirms that the pseudovarieties of semigroups are

precisely the classes of finite semigroups defined by a basis of pseudoidenti-
ties between pseudowords. In this paper we refine this by showing that the
basis may be chosen to consist solely of pseudoidentities between finite prod-
ucts of regular pseudowords, whenever V is a pseudovariety in the interval
[Sl,DS] that is closed under bideterministic product; motivated by this result,
we call a finite product of regular pseudowords a multiregular pseudoword.
Conversely, we give a proof that every pseudovariety of semigroups that has
a basis of pseudoidentities between multiregular pseudowords is closed un-
der bideterministic product; one may say that this converse is already hid-
den in the paper [31], where pseudovarieties closed under bideterministic
product were first introduced, but note that neither in [31] nor in the se-
quels [15, 22, 16, 17] the profinite approach is explicitly present. In view of
these results, one may argue that closure under bideterministic product is a
relatively mild condition to impose upon a pseudovariety. Another reason for
the interest in the bideterministic closure is that it is a natural companion of
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the closure under left deterministic product (which algebraically translates
to the equality between V and the Mal’cev product K©m V), the closure under
right deterministic product (that translates to V = D©m V), and of the closure
under unambiguous product (translated to V = LI©m D).

Theorem 7.2, our main result, is the key to our refinement of Reiterman’s
theorem and other results. It is a sort of weak generalization of the theorem
on the uniqueness of J-reduced factorizations [4], recalled as Theorem 6.4. It
is also a theorem in the spirit of the solutions of the “pseudoword problem”
(of knowing when a pseudoidentity is satisfied by a pseudovariety) obtained
in [37] for pseudovarieties closed under left, right or unambiguous product.

Some inspiration was taken from the fact, shown in [7], that the free profi-
nite semigroups over V are equidivisible when V is closed under unambiguous
product. Here, we show that a weak form of equidivisibility still stands when
we only know that V is closed under bideterministic product (Theorem 4.9).
This is crucial for the proof of our main result. This form of weak divisibility
is based on the notion of good factorization, which defines the Pin-Thérien
expansion, first introduced in [31].

The property of a pseudovariety of semigroups being local is relevant but
often difficult to prove. In [19] it is shown that if V is a local monoidal
pseudovariety of semigroups containing Sl, then K©m V and D©m V are also
local monoidal pseudovarieties of semigroups. Consider now the operator
V 7→ V that associates to each pseudovariety of semigroups V the least pseu-
dovariety of semigroups V containing V that is closed under bideterministic
product. The methods used in [19] do not carry on to this operator (see
the discussion in Section 10). But, restricting our attention to the class RS
of finite semigroups whose set of regular elements is a subsemigroup, then,
with our key result (Theorem 7.2) we do prove that if V is a local monoidal
pseudovariety of semigroups contained in the interval [Sl,DS∩RS], then V is
also a local monoidal pseudovariety of semigroups. This implies, for example,
that DH ∩ ECom is local, for every pseudovariety H of groups (this family of
peudovarieties has received some attention [11, 10, 13]).

The paper is organized as follows. After the introduction and a section of
preliminaries, we recall in Section 3 the Pin-Thérien expansion of a monoid,
also giving its semigroup counterpart. The latter is because we want to work
with semigroup pseudovarieties that are non-monoidal, such as those of the
form V ∗ D, seen in Section 10. Sections 4 to 7 constitute the paper’s core,
where several aspects of the notion of good factorization of a pseudoword
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are explored, culminating in the main results. Finally, Sections 8 to 10 are
motivated by the investigation on the locality of pseudovarieties.

2. Preliminaries
For more details on (profinite) semigroups the reader is referred to the

introductory text [3] and the books [1, 34]. The definitions and results related
with monoids are similar.

For a semigroup S, the monoid SI = S]{1} is obtained from S by adjoining
to S a neutral element 1 not in S. Every semigroup homomorphism ϕ : S →
T admits an extension to a monoid homomorphism ϕI : SI → T I such that
ϕI(1) = 1. The object SI may be different from the frequently used S1: the
latter equals S if S is a monoid, and is SI if S is not a monoid.

We use the standard notations for Green’s equivalence relationsR, L and J
and its associated quasi-orders≤R, ≤L and≤J on a semigroup S: for s, t ∈ S,
s ≤R t if s ∈ tSI , s ≤L t if s ∈ SIt, an s ≤J t if s ∈ SItSI , and for
K ∈ {R,L,J }, we have s K t when s ≤K t and t ≤K s. The elements
s ∈ S such that s ∈ sSs are said to be regular. In general, the set of regular
elements of a semigroup is not a subsemigroup. If S is a compact semigroup
(i.e., a semigroup endowed with a compact topology for which the semigroup
operation is continuous), then, for each K ∈ {R,L,J }, a K-class K of S
contains a regular element if and only if all its elements are regular, in which
case we say that K is regular. Moreover, one also views SI as a compact
semigroup by adding I has an isolated point.

2.1. Pseudovarieties. A pseudovariety of semigroups is a class of finite
semigroups closed under taking subsemigroups, homomorphic images and
finitary direct products. The pseudovariety of all finite semigroups is denoted
by S. We list some other pseudovarieties which have a role in this paper:
Sl, the pseudovariety of all finite semillatices; J, the pseudovariety of all
finite semigroups whose regular J -classes are trivial; D, the pseudovariety
of all finite semigroups whose idempotents are right zeros; and K, the dual
of D. For any pseudovariety V, one denotes by LV the pseudovariety of all
finite semigroups S such that eSe ∈ V, for all idempotents e ∈ S, and DV
denotes the pseudovariety of all finite semigroups S whose regular J -classes
are semigroups that belong to V. As we have mentioned in the introduction,
the pseudovariety DS will play a special role in this paper: quite frequently,
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in the study of pseudovarieties, one has to consider the cases V ⊆ DS and
V * DS separately.

Let W and V be pseudovarieties of semigroups. The Mal’cev product W©m V
is the pseudovariety of semigroups generated by finite semigroups S for which
there is a semigroup homomorphism ϕ : S → T , for some T ∈ V, such that
ϕ−1(e) ∈ W, for each idempotent e ∈ T . The semidirect product V ∗W is the
pseudovariety generated by all semidirect products of the form S ∗ T with
S ∈ V and T ∈ W.

2.2. Free pro-V semigroups. In what follows, finite semigroups are viewed
as compact semigroups, endowed with the discrete topology. A compact
semigroup S is said to be A-generated if there is a map ι : A → S such
that ι(A) generates a dense subsemigroup of S. It is said to be residually
in V, where V is a pseudovariety, if for every two distinct elements s1 and s2

of S, there is some continuous homomorphism ϕ : S → T into a semigroup
T ∈ V such that ϕ(s1) 6= ϕ(s2). By a pro-V semigroup we mean a compact
semigroup residually in V.

In this paper all alphabets are finite. For each alphabet A, there is a unique
(up to isomorphism) A-generated free pro-V semigroup, denoted ΩAV, en-
dowed with a mapping ιV : A→ ΩAV, which satisfies the following universal
property: for any map ϕ : A→ S into a pro-V semigroup S there is a unique
continuous homomorphism ϕ̂V : ΩAV→ S such that ϕ̂V ◦ ιV = ϕ. The finite-
ness of A guarantees that ΩAV is metrizable. The elements of ΩAV are called
pseudowords (with respect to V). In particular, the map ιV : A→ ΩAV in-
duces a unique continuous homomorphism pV : ΩAS → ΩAV, which is called
the natural projection of ΩAS onto ΩAV, and satisfies pV ◦ ιS = ιV. We write
[u]V instead of pV(u). In case V = S, we use the notation ϕ̂ for ϕ̂S, and we
speak of profinite semigroups instead of pro-S semigroups.

Let ΩAV be the subsemigroup of ΩAV generated by ιV(A). If V is not the
trivial pseudovariety, then ιV is injective, and so A may actually be seen as a
subset of ΩAV. Moreover, if V contains the pseudovariety N of finite nilpotent
semigroups, then ΩAV is naturally isomorphic to the free semigroup A+,
endowed with the discrete topology, and the elements of ΩAV are isolated in
ΩAV. From hereon, we identify ΩAV with A+ when V contains N.

Let V be a pseudovariety that contains Sl and let c : ΩAV → ΩASl be
the content mapping, the unique continuous homomorphism from ΩAV onto
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ΩASl such that c ◦ ιV = ιSl. If u is a word on A, then c(u) is the set of letters
occurring in u. In general, c(u) is the content of u, for every u ∈ ΩAV.

A pseudoidentity (u = v) in variables of the alphabet A is a formal equal-
ity between elements u and v of ΩAS. For a profinite semigroup S, we write
S |= u = v when S satisfies the pseudoidentity u = v (that is, for every map
ϕ : A→ S, we have ϕ̂(u) = ϕ̂(v)), and write V |= u = v when all semigroups
of V satisfy u = v. More generally, we write V |= Σ when Σ is a set of pseu-
doidentities satisfied by all semigroups of V. The class of finite semigroups
satisfying all elements of Σ is denoted [[Σ]]. Reiterman’s Theorem [33] states
that the pseudovarieties of semigroups are precisely the classes of the form
[[Σ]]. As a relevant example, we have DS = [[((xy)ω(yx)ω(xy)ω)ω = (xy)ω]],
where, if s is an element of a profinite semigroup, sω is the idempotent
sω = lim sn! (more generally, we use the notation sω+k = lim sn!+k). One says
that Σ is a basis for V when V = [[Σ]].

A language L ⊆ A+ is V-recognizable if there is a homomorphism ϕ from
A+ into a semigroup S of V such that L = ϕ−1ϕL. The following proposi-
tion establishes a link between V-recognizable languages and the topology of
ΩAV, when V contains N. The restriction V ⊇ N may be dropped, but the
statement becomes less direct, and it suffices for us that V ⊇ N.

Theorem 2.1 (cf. [1, Theorem 3.6.1]). Let V be a semigroup pseudovariety
containing N. A language L ⊆ A+ is V-recognizable if and only if its closure
L in ΩAV is open.

Note that, in Theorem 2.1, one has L ∩ A+ = L, because the elements of
A+ are isolated in ΩAV. Hence, Theorem 2.1 states that the V-recognizable
languages of A+ are precisely the traces in A+ of the clopen subsets of ΩAV.
We shall use Theorem 2.1 abundantly, without reference.

Theorem 2.1 is relevant in the framework of Eilenberg’s Theorem [21] on
the correspondence between a semigroup pseudovariety V and the variety V
of +-languages that are V-recognizable (recall that a +-language is a subset
of a free semigroup, while a ∗-language is a subset of a free monoid). For the
sake of conciseness, we write L ∈ V whenever L is a V-recognizable language
of A+, instead of the more precise L ∈ A+V .

We shall frequently switch from the viewpoint of +-languages and semi-
group pseudovarieties to that of ∗-languages and monoid pseudovarieties.
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2.3. Marked products. Our departing point is the following definition,
whose first three items are nowadays classical [28].

Definition 2.2. Let L and K be languages of A∗, and let a ∈ A. The
language LaK, viewed as product of the languages L, {a} and K – usually
referred to as a marked product of L and K – is said to be:

(1) an unambiguous product when every element u of LaK has a unique
factorization u = u1au2 such that u1 ∈ L and u2 ∈ K;

(2) a left deterministic product when every word of LaK has a unique
prefix in La;

(3) a right deterministic product when every word of LaK has a unique
suffix in aK;

(4) a bideterministic product if the marked product LaK is simultaneously
right and left deterministic.

We say that a language L of A∗ is a prefix code (resp. suffix code) if ∀u ∈ L,
uA+ ∩ L = ∅ (resp. ∀u ∈ L, A+u ∩ L = ∅).

Note that LaK is left deterministic if and only if La is a prefix code. Dually,
it is right deterministic if and only if aK is a suffix code.

Next, we introduce a varietal companion of Definition 2.2.

Definition 2.3. Let V be a pseudovariety of monoids, and let V be the
correspondent variety of V-recognizable ∗-languages. Then V is said to be:

(1) closed under unanbiguous product if LaK ∈ V whenever L,K ∈ V , a
is a letter and LaK is an unambiguous product;

(2) closed under left deterministic product if LaK ∈ V whenever L,K ∈ V ,
a is a letter and La is a prefix code;

(3) closed under right deterministic product if LaK ∈ V whenever L,K ∈ V ,
a is a letter and aK is a suffix code;

(4) closed under bideterministic product if LaK ∈ V whenever L,K ∈ V ,
a is a letter, La is a prefix code and aK is a suffix code.

It is well known that we have the following characterization of the first
three types of pseudovarieties mentioned in Definition 2.3.

Theorem 2.4 ([27, 28, 30, 35], see also survey [29]). Let V be a pseudovariety
of monoids. Then:

(1) V is closed under unambiguous product if and only if V = LI©m V;
(2) V is closed under left deterministic product if and only if V = K©m V;
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(3) V is closed under right deterministic product if and only if V = D©m V.

On the other hand, pseudovarieties closed under bidetermistic product have
no characterization that, like in Theorem 2.4, uses a Mal’cev product.

In this section, we have so far stayed in the realm of ∗-languages, and in
the corresponding one of monoid pseudovarieties. But the definitions and re-
sults we reviewed have natural companions in the realms of +-varieties and
semigroup pseudovarieties. A way to define these counterparts is by restrict-
ing each language L and K to be either a +-language or the language {1}.
We next see a concrete manifestation of this in the case of the bidetermistic
product, the subject of attention in this paper.

Definition 2.5. Let V be a semigroup pseudovariety, and V be the variety of
V-recognizable +-languages. Then V is closed under bideterministic product
if LaK ∈ V when a is a letter and the next conditions are satisfied: L ∈ V
or L = {1}; K ∈ V or K = {1}; La is a prefix code; aK is a suffix code.

For u ∈ A∗, let i1(u) be the first letter of u if u 6= 1, and i1(1) = 1. Dually,
t1(u) is the last letter of u if u 6= 1, and t1(1) = 1. The maps i1 and t1 extend
uniquely to continuous maps from (ΩAS)1 into A ∪ {1}.
Remark 2.6. The product of prefix codes is a prefix code. In particular, Lu
is a prefix code when L is a prefix code, whenever u ∈ A∗. Dual remarks hold
for suffix codes. This implies that, still assuming that V is closed under bide-
terministic product and that V is its corresponding variety of +-languages,
if L1 L2, . . . , Ln ∈ V , and u0, u1, . . . , un ∈ A∗, with ui 6= 1 when i 6= 0 and
i 6= n, are such that Li · i1(ui) is a prefix code and t1(ui−1) ·Li is a suffix code
for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then u0L1u1L2u2 · · ·un−1Lnun ∈ V .

3. The Pin-Thérien expansion
3.1. The Pin-Thérien expansion of a finite monoid. In what follows,
we consider an onto homomorphism of monoids ϕ : A∗ →M such that M is
finite. The finiteness of M is frequently not important (sometimes it is, like
in Theorem 5.4), but that is the framework in which we are interested, and
it is a general assumption also made in [31].

Definition 3.1. A good factorization (with respect to ϕ) is a triple (x0, a, x1)
of A∗ × A × A∗ such that ϕ(x0a) <R ϕ(x0) and ϕ(ax1) <L ϕ(x1). Two
good factorizations (x0, a, x1) and (y0, b, y1) are said to be equivalent when
ϕ(x0) = ϕ(y0), a = b and ϕ(x1) = ϕ(y1). A good factorization of x ∈ A∗ is a
good factorization (x0, a, x1) such that x = x0 · a · x1.
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It is shown in [16] that, for all x, y ∈ A∗, every good factorization of x is
equivalent to at most one good factorization of y.

Definition 3.2. Let ∼ϕ be the relation on A∗ defined by x ∼ϕ y if and only
if the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) ϕ(x) = ϕ(y);
(2) each good factorization of x is equivalent to a good factorization of y;
(3) each good factorization of y is equivalent to a good factorization of x.

The relation ∼ϕ is a congruence [31].

Definition 3.3. Denote A∗/∼ϕ by Mϕ, and by ϕbd the corresponding quo-
tient morphism from A∗ onto A∗/∼ϕ. We say that Mϕ is the Pin-Thérien
expansion of M with respect to ϕ.

Note that there is a unique onto monoid homomorphism pϕ : Mϕ → M
such that ϕ = pϕ ◦ ϕbd. Note also that the finiteness of M guarantees the
finiteness of Mϕ [31]. The correspondence ϕ 7→ ϕbd is indeed an expansion
cut to generators in the sense of Birget and Rhodes, as shown in [31]. In
fact, it is proved in [16] that it is an expansion in a broader sense.

Definition 3.4. For a monoid pseudovariety V, denote by Vbd the monoid
pseudovariety generated by Pin-Thérien expansions of monoids in V. We say
that V is closed under Pin-Thérien expansion when V = Vbd.

Theorem 3.5 ([31, Corollary 4.5]). Let V be a monoid pseudovariety. Then
V = Vbd if and only if V is closed under bideterministic product.

The intersection of a family of monoid pseudovarieties closed under bide-
terministic product is a pseudovariety closed under bideterministic product.
Hence, for each monoid pseudovariety V we may consider the least monoid
pseudovariety V closed under bideterministic product and containing V.

Remark 3.6. Consider the chain of pseudovarieties (Vn)n≥0 recursively de-
fined by V0 = V and Vn = (Vn−1)bd for each n ≥ 1. Then

⋃
n≥0 Vn is closed

for the bideterministic product (cf. Theorem 3.5) and V =
⋃
n≥0 Vn.

Example 3.7. It is easy to see that the Pin-Thérien expansion of a finite
group G, viewed as a monoid, is G itself. Hence, viewing a pseudovariety of
groups H as a monoid pseudovariety, one has H = Hbd = H.
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Example 3.8. Let Ecom be the pseudovariety of monoids whose idempotents
commute. In [31] it is shown that Sl ∨ H = DH ∩ ECom, whenever H is a
pseudovariety of groups. In particular, the equality Sl = J ∩ ECom holds.

For a pseudovariety V of monoids, we denote by RV the class of finite
monoids whose set of regular elements is a submonoid in V. When V ⊆ CR,
RV is a pseudovariety, where CR is the pseudovariety of all finite monoids
which are completely regular.

Example 3.9. If V ⊆ CR, then V = RV ∩ [[xω(xy)ω = (xy)ω = (xy)ωyω]].
This formula was deduced in [22] from its special case, proved in [15], in
which V ⊆ B.

3.2. The Pin-Thérien expansion of a finite semigroup. In the follow-
ing lines, we define a semigroup version of the Pin-Thérien expansion. Let
ϕ : A+ → S be an onto homomorphism of semigroups, with S finite. Con-
sider the monoid homomorphism ϕI : A∗ → SI such that ϕI(u) = ϕ(u), when
u 6= 1. Then the empty word 1 of A∗ is the unique element of the ∼ϕI -class
of 1. Therefore, if I ′ = (ϕI)bd(1) is the identity of (SI)ϕI , then the semigroup
Sϕ = (ϕI)bd(A

+) satisfies Sϕ = (SI)ϕI \ {I ′}, and so

(Sϕ)I = (SI)ϕI ,

where we are making the identification I = I ′. We may then consider
the semigroup homomorphism ϕbd : A+ → Sϕ obtained by the restriction
of (ϕI)bd to A+. Note that

(ϕbd)
I = (ϕI)bd.

The semigroup Sϕ is the (semigroup) Pin-Thérien expansion of S with respect
to ϕ. We then let ∼ϕ be the kernel of ϕbd. We also denote by pϕ the unique
onto semigroup homomorphism pϕ : Sϕ → S such that ϕ = pϕ ◦ ϕbd. Note
also that, for such a ϕ, we have (pϕ)I = pϕI .

Remark 3.10. The expansion ϕbd : A+ → Sbd may equivalently be defined
by adapting the definitions given in Subsection 3.1, by letting (x0, a, x1) be a
good factorization of x0ax1 ∈ A+ whenever ϕ(x0a) <R ϕ

I(x0) and ϕ(ax1) <L
ϕI(x1).

For a pseudovariety of monoids V, one denotes by VS the least pseudovariety
of semigroups containing V. It is well known that S ∈ VS if and only if S1 ∈ V.
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Moreover, if V contains Sl, then S ∈ VS if and only if SI ∈ V, a fact that we
shall use in the proof of the next proposition.

Proposition 3.11. If V is a pseudovariety of monoids containing Sl, then
the equality (VS)bd = (Vbd)S holds.

Proof : Let ψ : A∗ →M be a surjective homomorphism onto a monoidM of V.
The proof of (VS)bd ⊇ Vbd, equivalently of (VS)bd ⊇ (Vbd)S, is concluded once
we show that Mψ, viewed as a semigroup, belongs to (VS)bd.

Denote by 1M the identity of M . We consider two cases.
Suppose first that ψ−1(1M) = {1}. Let B = A]{b}, where b is a new letter

not in A. Consider the homomorphism λb : B
∗ → A∗ such that λb(b) = 1 and

λb(a) = a for every a ∈ A. Denote λb(u) by u. Consider also the semigroup
homomorphism ψb : B

+ → M such that ψb(b) = 1M and ψb(a) = ψ(a). We
claim that, in the category of semigroups, Mψ is a homomorphic image of
Mψb

. For that purpose, we collect the following series of facts:

(1) We have b+ = ψ−1
b (1M) and {1} = ψ−1(1M), thus b+ \ {b} and {b} are

∼ψb
-classes, and {1} is a ∼ψ-class.

(2) If (x0, a, x1) ∈ B∗ ×B ×B∗ is a good factorization with respect to ψb
of an element of B+ \ b, then a 6= b.

(3) Let (x0, a, x1) ∈ B∗ ×A×B∗. Then (x0, a, x1) is a good factorization
with respect to (ψb)

I if and only if (x0, a, x1) is a good factorization
with respect to ψ. This is trus because (ψb)

I(x0) = ψ(x0) unless
x0 = 1, in which case (ψb)

I(1 · a) <R (ψb)
I(1) = I and ψ(1 · a) <R

ψ(1) = 1M hold, and because of the dual phenomena concerning the
third component of the factorizations.

Taking into account the partition B+ = {b} ] (b+ \ {b}) ] B∗AB∗, it fol-
lows that the map from Mψb

= B+/∼ψb
to Mψ = A∗/∼ψ, sending u/∼ψb

to
u/∼ψ, is a well defined onto homomorphism of semigroups, thus establishing
the claim. As M ∈ VS and Mψb

∈ (VS)bd, it follows that Mψ ∈ (VS)bd.
Suppose now that ψ−1(1M) 6= {1}. Then ψ(A+) = M . Let Ψ be the

monoid homomorphism from A∗ onto M I such that Ψ(u) = ψ(u) for every
u ∈ A+. Note that Ψ is onto and that Ψ−1(I) = {1}. Moreover, since
Sl ⊆ V, the monoid M I belongs to V. Hence, by the already proved case, we
have (M I)Ψ ∈ (VS)bd. Let π be the onto monoid homomorphism from M I

to M whose restriction to M is the identity. Then π ◦ Ψ = ψ. Because we
are dealing with an expansion cut to generators, this implies that Mψ is a
homomorphic image of (M I)Ψ, whence Mψ ∈ (VS)bd.
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Finally, we show that (VS)bd ⊆ (Vbd)S. Let S ∈ VS, and let ϕ : A+ → S
be an onto homomorphism. Since V contains Sl, we have SI ∈ V, whence
(SI)ϕI ∈ Vbd. But (SI)ϕI = (Sϕ)I , whence Sϕ ∈ (Vbd)S.

We omit the proof of the following theorem, since it can be made by just
imitating the proof in [31] of its monoid analog (Theorem 3.5).

Theorem 3.12. A pseudovariety of semigroups V satisfies V = Vbd if and
only if V is closed under bideterministic product.

As for monoids, let V be the least semigroup pseudovariety, containing the
semigroup pseudovariety V, which is closed under bideterministic product.
Note that Remark 3.6 also holds for pseudovarieties of semigroups. This fact
and Proposition 3.11 yeld the following corollary.

Corollary 3.13. If V is a monoid pseudovariety containing Sl, then the
equality VS = VS holds.

In Corollary 3.13, the hypothesis V ⊇ Sl is needed as seen below.

Example 3.14. Let I be the class of trivial semigroups. Viewing I as a
pseudovariety of monoids, one has I = I (Example 3.7), but if we view I as
a pseudovariety of semigroups, then we get I = N. Indeed, I ⊆ N because
an N-recognizable language is either finite or co-finite, and since a co-finite
language can neither be a prefix code nor a suffix code, one clearly has that
N is closed under bideterministic product. On the other hand, N ⊆ I since
every finite language is the finite union of bideterministic products of the
form {1} · a1 · {1} · a2 · · · an−1 · {1} · an{1}, with a1, . . . , an letters.

4. Good factorizations of pseudowords
Inspired by the concept of good factorization of a word, we define an analog

for pseudowords.

Definition 4.1. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups. A good factorization
of an element x of ΩAV is a triple (π, a, ρ) in (ΩAV)1 × A × (ΩAV)1, with
x = πaρ, such that πa <R π and aρ <L ρ.

We omit next lemma’s easy proof, analog to that of [31, Lemma 2.1].

Lemma 4.2. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups. Suppose that (π, a, ρ)
is a good factorization of an element of ΩAV. Let π′ be a suffix of π and let
ρ′ be a prefix of ρ. Then (π′, a, ρ′) is a good factorization.
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In the next definition the hypothesis V ⊇ N is required to ensure that the
elements of A+ embed in ΩAV (as isolated points).

Definition 4.3. Let V be a semigroup pseudovariety containing N. A +-good
factorization of x ∈ ΩAV is a triple (π, u, ρ) in (ΩAV)1 × A+ × (ΩAV)1, with
x = πuρ, such that π i1(u) <R π and t1(u) ρ <L ρ.

Note that a good factorization is +-good factorization (assuming V ⊇ N).
Starting in the next lemma, we use the usual notation B(π, ε) for the open

ball of center π and radius ε.

Lemma 4.4. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups containing N. Suppose
that π ∈ (ΩAV)1 and a ∈ A are such that πa <R π. Then, there is a positive
integer k0 such that, for every k ≥ k0, and for every u ∈ A∗, the set[

B
(
π,

1

k

)
∩ A∗

]
·au

is a prefix code.

Proof : The proof reduces immediately to the case u = 1 (cf. first two sen-
tences in Remark 2.6). Let J be the set of positive integers k for which[
B
(
π, 1

k

)
∩ A∗

]
·a is not a prefix code. Suppose that J is infinite. For each

k ∈ J , we may consider distinct elements wk and zk of B
(
π, 1

k

)
∩A∗ such that

wka is a prefix of zka. For such elements, there is tk ∈ A∗ with zk = wkatk.
Note that the sequences (zk)k∈J and (wk)k∈J converge to π and that (tk)k∈J
has some accumulation point t in the compact space (ΩAV)1. Hence, we have
the equality π = πat, contradicting the hypothesis that πa <R π. To avoid
the contradiction, the set J must be finite.

In the following proofs, we shall frequently use, without reference, that if V
is a semigroup pseudovariety closed under bideterministic product, then V
contains N (cf. Example 3.14).

Corollary 4.5. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups closed under bideter-
ministic product. Suppose that π ∈ (ΩAV)1 and a ∈ A are such that πa <R π.
Then, there is a positive integer k0 such that, for every k ≥ k0, and for every

u ∈ A∗, the set B
(
π, 1

k

)
· au is clopen.

Proof : By Lemma 4.4, there is a positive integer k0 such that for every k ≥ k0,

the set
[
B
(
π, 1

k

)
∩A∗

]
·a is a prefix code. Hence, for k ≥ k0 and u ∈ A∗, the
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language
[
B
(
π, 1

k

)
∩A∗

]
·a · u is a bideterministic product of V-recognizable

languages, and thus it is itself V-recognizable by the hypothesis that V is
closed under bideterministic product. Taking the topological closure in ΩAV,

we conclude that B
(
π, 1

k

)
· au is clopen.

Lemma 4.6. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups closed under bideter-
ministic product. Suppose that (π, u, ρ) is a +-good factorization of x ∈ ΩAV.
Let a, b ∈ A, v, w ∈ A∗ be such that u = av = wb. Then (π, a, vρ) and
(πw, b, ρ) are good factorizations of x.

Proof : By symmetry, it suffices to show that (π, a, vρ) is a good factorization.
We suppose that ρ 6= 1 and v 6= 1, as both the cases ρ = 1 and v = 1 are
trivial. We only need to show avρ <L vρ. Suppose on the contrary that
avρ L vρ. Then vρ = zavρ for some z ∈ ΩAV. Let (zn)n and (ρn)n be
sequences of elements of A+ respectively converging to z and ρ. Thanks to
the dual of Corollary 4.5, there is a positive integer k0 such that, for every

k ≥ k0, the set v · B
(
ρ, 1

k

)
is a clopen neighborhood of vρ. Therefore, as

znavρn converges to zavρ = vρ, we can build subsequences (znk)k≥k0 and

(ρnk)k≥k0 such that znkavρnk ∈ v · B
(
ρ, 1

k

)
, with ρnk ∈ B

(
ρ, 1

k

)
, for every

k ≥ k0. But then znkavρnk is an element of the intersection

A+ · v
[
B
(
ρ,

1

k

)
∩ A∗

]
∩v
[
B
(
ρ,

1

k

)
∩ A∗

]
,

for every k ≥ k0. This contradicts the dual of Lemma 4.4.

Proposition 4.7. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups closed under bide-
terministic product. Suppose that (π, u, ρ) is a +-good factorization of an el-
ement x of ΩAV. For each positive integer k, consider the subset Lk(π, u, ρ)
of ΩAV defined by:

Lk(π, u, ρ) = B
(
π,

1

k

)
· u ·B

(
ρ,

1

k

)
.

For all sufficiently large k, the set Lk(π, u, ρ) is a clopen neighborhood of x.

Proof : Since ΩAV \ A+ is an ideal of ΩAV, we have

Lk(π, u, ρ) ∩ A+ =
[
B
(
π,

1

k

)
∩ A∗

]
·u·
[
B
(
ρ,

1

k

)
∩ A∗

]
. (4.1)
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By Lemma 4.4, there is a positive integer k1 such that, for every k ≥ k1, the

set
[
B
(
π, 1

k

)
∩A∗

]
·i1(u) is a prefix code. By the dual of Lemma 4.4, there is

a positive integer k2, such that, for every k ≥ k1, the set t1(u)·
[
B
(
π, 1

k

)
∩A∗

]
is a suffix code. Therefore, for k ≥ max{k1, k2}, the product in the right side
of (4.1) is V-recognizable (cf. Remark 2.6), and so its closure in ΩAV, the set
Lk(u, a, v), is open.

The proof of the following proposition is an adaptation of part of the proof
of [8, Lemma 3.2], where a description of compact metric semigroups with
open multiplication is given in terms of a property of sequences.

Proposition 4.8. Let V be a semigroup pseudovariety closed under bideter-
ministic product. Suppose that (π, u, ρ) is a +-good factorization of x ∈ ΩAV.
Let (xn)n be a sequence of elements of ΩAV converging to x. There are se-
quences (πn)n and (ρn)n in (ΩAV)1, respectively converging to π and ρ, such
that xn = πnuρn for all sufficiently large n.

Proof : For each integer k ≥ 1, consider the set Lk(π, u, ρ) as in Proposi-
tion 4.7, and let k0 be such that Lk(π, u, ρ) is a clopen neighborhood of x
for every k ≥ k0 (such k0 exists by Proposition 4.7). For each k ≥ k0, take
pk ∈ Z+ such that xn ∈ Lk(π, u, ρ) when n ≥ pk. Let (nk)k≥k0 be the strictly
increasing sequence defined by nk0 = pk0 and nk = max{nk−1 + 1, pk} for

k > k0. When nk ≤ n < nk+1, take πn ∈ B
(
π, 1

k

)
and ρn ∈ B

(
ρ, 1

k

)
such

that xn = πnuρn, which we can do as xn ∈ Lk(π, u, ρ). If n < nk0, take
πn = ρn = 1. Clearly, (πn)n and (ρn)n respectively converge to π and ρ.

We are ready to prove the next theorem, a sort of generalization of the
equidivisibility property, observed in [7], of the finitely generated free profi-
nite semigroups over pseudovarieties closed under unambiguous product.

Theorem 4.9. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups closed under bideter-
ministic product. Suppose that (u, a, v) is a good factorization of an element x
of ΩAV. Let x = wbz be a factorization of x such that b ∈ A. Then, at least
one of the three following cases occurs:

(1) u = w, a = b and v = z;
(2) u = wbt and z = tav for some t ∈ (ΩAV)1;
(3) w = uat and v = tbz for some t ∈ (ΩAV)1.
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Proof : As A∗ is dense in (ΩAV)1, we may consider sequences (wn)n and (zn)n
of elements of A∗ respectively converging to w and z. Let xn = wnbzn. Note
that limxn = x, and so, by Proposition 4.8, there are sequences (un)n and
(vn)n of elements of A∗, respectively converging to u and v, and a positive
integer p, such that unavn = wnbzn, n ≥ p. Since the latter is an equality of
words of A∗, for each n ≥ p one of the following three situations occurs:

(a) un = wn, a = b and vn = zn;
(b) un = wnbtn and zn = tnavn for some tn ∈ A∗;
(c) wn = unatn and vn = tnbzn for some tn ∈ A∗.

We let J1, J2 and J3 be the sets of positive integers n greater or equal than p
for which, respectively, situations (a), (b) and (c) occur. At least one of the
three sets is infinite. Suppose that J2 is infinite. For each n ∈ J2, let tn ∈ A∗
be as in (b). By compactness, the sequence (tn)n∈J2 has some accumulation
point t in (ΩAV)1. Taking limits, we get u = wbt and z = tav, and so if J2 is
infinite then Case (2) holds. Arguing in a similar manner, we conclude that
Case (3) holds if J3 is infinite, and that Case (1) holds if J1 is infinite.

5. Pseudowords without good factorizations
An analog of the next proposition, and of the corollary following it, is im-

plicitly proved in [31] for good factorizations with respect to a homomorphism
defined in a free monoid (cf. proof of [31, Theorem 2.6]).

Proposition 5.1. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups closed under bide-
terministic product. The set of elements of ΩAV without good factorizations
is a closed subsemigroup of ΩAV.

Proof : Denote by S the set of elements of ΩAV without good factorizations.
Let x, y ∈ S. Suppose that xy has some good factorization (u, a, v). Take

b ∈ A and z ∈ (ΩAV)1 such that y = bz. Applying Theorem 4.9 to u · a · v =
x · b · z, we conclude that one of the following occurs:

(1) u = x, a = b and v = z;
(2) u = xbt and z = tav for some t ∈ (ΩAV)1;
(3) x = uat and v = tbz for some t ∈ (ΩAV)1.

In the first case, as (u, a, v) is a good factorization, so is (1, a, v) = (1, b, z).
But bz = y has no good factorizations, by hypothesis, and so the first case
does not hold. If we are in the second case, then, as bt is a suffix of u,
we deduce from Lemma 4.2 that (bt, a, v) is a good factorization of bz = y,
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contradicting the hypothesis that y has no good factorizations. Similarly,
the third case is in contradiction with x not having good factorizations.
Therefore, xy has no good factorization, and S is a subsemigroup of ΩAV.

Finally, let (xn)n be a sequence of elements of S converging in ΩAV to x ∈
ΩAV. Suppose that x /∈ S. We may then consider a good factorization
(u, a, v) of x. By Proposition 4.8, there are sequences (un)n and (vn)n of
elements of (ΩAV)1, respectively converging to u and v, and there is p such
that xn = unavn for all n ≥ p. Consider the sets

J1 = {n ≥ p | una R un} and J2 = {n ≥ p | avn L vn}.
Since xn ∈ S, every integer n greater or equal to p belongs to J1 ∪ J2, and so
at least one of the sets J1 and J2 is infinite. Suppose that J1 is infinite. Since
R is a closed relation in (ΩAV)1, taking limits we get ua R u, contradicting
that (u, a, v) is a good factorization. Similarly, a contradiction arises if J2 is
infinite. Therefore, x ∈ S and so S is closed.

Corollary 5.2. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups closed under bide-
terministic product. If π is a product of regular elements of ΩAV, then π has
no good factorization.

Proof : By Proposition 5.1, it suffices to show that an arbitrary regular ele-
ment π of ΩAV has no good factorizations. Take s ∈ ΩAV such that π = πsπ.
Suppose there is a good factorization (x, a, y) of π. As π = x · a · ysπ, by
Theorem 4.9 one of three cases holds: y = ysπ, or xa is a prefix of x, or
aysπ is a suffix of y. The second case immediately contradicts (x, a, y) being
a good factorization. And since ay is a suffix of π, in the first and third cases
we get y L ay, also a contradiction. Hence, π has no good factorization.

The next lemma and the theorem that follows it are proved in [31] for
the corresponding monoid versions. We prove them in the semigroup ver-
sions with a somewhat different approach: we use pseudowords. For a semi-
group S, we let Reg(S) be the set of regular elements of S, and let 〈X〉 be
the subsemigroup of S generated by a nonempty subset X of S.

Lemma 5.3. Let ϕ : A+ → S be a homomorphism onto a finite semigroup,
and let u ∈ A+ be such that ϕbd(u) is a product of regular elements of Sϕ.
Then u has no good factorizations with respect to ϕ.

Proof : Consider the unique continuous homomorphism ϕ̂bd : ΩAS → Sϕ ex-
tending ϕbd. Every regular element of Sϕ is the image by ϕ̂bd of a regular
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element of ΩAS, and so we may take w in 〈Reg(ΩAS)〉 with ϕbd(u) = ϕ̂bd(w).
Let (wn)n be a sequence of words converging to w. Take the set J of posi-
tive integers n such that wn has a good factorization (xn, an, yn) with respect
to ϕ. Suppose that J is infinite. Let (x, a, y) be an accumulation point of
(xn, an, yn)n∈J . Then w = xay, and for every n in an infinite subset of J ,
one has ϕ(xn) = ϕ̂(x), an = a and ϕ(yn) = ϕ̂(y). Therefore, ϕ̂(x) <R ϕ̂(xa)
and ϕ̂(y) <L ϕ̂(ay) hold, thus x <R xa and y <L ay. Hence, (x, a, y) is a
good factorization of w. But this contradicts Corollary 5.2, and so J must
be finite. As ϕ̂bd(w) = ϕbd(wn) for all large enough n, we conclude that
ϕbd(u) = ϕbd(v) for some v ∈ A+ without good factorizations with respect
to ϕ. By the definition of the congruence ∼ϕ, it follows that u has no good
factorizations with respect to ϕ.

Theorem 5.4. Let ϕ : A+ → S be a homomorphism onto a finite semigroup.
Then pϕ : Sϕ → S restricts to an isomorphism 〈Reg(Sϕ)〉 → 〈Reg(S)〉.

Proof : Since Sϕ is finite, we have pϕ(〈Reg(Sϕ)〉) = 〈Reg(S)〉, so it remains
to show the restriction is one-to-one. Take s, t ∈ 〈Reg(Sϕ)〉. Let u, v ∈ A+

be such that s = ϕbd(u) and t = ϕbd(v). By Lemma 5.3, both u and v have
no good factorizations with respect to ϕ. Therefore, we have ϕbd(u) = ϕbd(v)
if and only if ϕ(u) = ϕ(v), that is, s = t if and only if pϕ(s) = pϕ(t).

For the sake of conciseness, say that a pseudoword π ∈ ΩAS is V-regular
when [π]V is regular, and π is V-multiregular if [π]V is a finite product of
V-regular pseudowords (actually, one may drop the finiteness assumption in
subsequent results, but the assumption is nevertheless included because of
the examples we have in mind).

The following result is a sufficient condition to “climb up” a pseudoidentity
from V to Vbd.

Proposition 5.5. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups. If π, ρ ∈ ΩXS are
Vbd-multiregulars, then V |= π = ρ implies Vbd |= π = ρ.

Proof : Let ϕ : A+ → S be a homomorphism onto a semigroup S of V. Take
an arbitrary homomorphism ψ : X+ → Sϕ. Let us show that ψ̂(π) = ψ̂(ρ).

Since ϕ̂bd is onto, by the freeness of ΩXS there is a continuous homomor-
phism ζ : ΩXS→ ΩAS such that ψ̂ = ϕ̂bd ◦ ζ. As S |= π = ρ, we have

ϕ̂(ζ(π)) = ϕ̂(ζ(ρ)). (5.1)
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As Sϕ ∈ Vbd, there is a continuous homomorphism β : ΩAVbd → Sϕ such that

ϕ̂bd = β ◦ pVbd
. (5.2)

From the hypothesis that π and ρ are Vbd-multiregulars we get that the pseu-
dowords ζ(π) and ζ(ρ) are also Vbd-multiregulars, and so, in view of (5.2),
we conclude that ϕ̂bd(ζ(π)) and ϕ̂bd(ζ(ρ)) are both products of regular ele-
ments of Sϕ. Then, applying Theorem 5.4, we obtain from equality (5.1) the

equality ϕ̂bd(ζ(π)) = ϕ̂bd(ζ(ρ)), that is ψ̂(π) = ψ̂(ρ). Since ψ is an arbitrary
homomorphism from X+ into Sϕ, we conclude that Sϕ |= π = ρ. This shows
that Vbd |= π = ρ.

The characterization of V observed in Remark 3.6 (more precisely, the
semigroup pseudovariety version of Remark 3.6) and Proposition 5.5 allow
us to deduce the following, with a straightforward inductive argument.

Corollary 5.6. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups. If π, ρ ∈ ΩXS are
V-multiregulars, then V |= π = ρ implies V |= π = ρ.

Definition 5.7. Let V and W be semigroup pseudovarieties with V ⊆ W. Say
that V is multiregularly based in W if it has a basis Σ of pseudoidentities such
that, for every pseudoidentity (π = ρ) in Σ, both π and ρ are W-multiregular
pseudowords. If W = S, then we just say that V is multiregularly based.

Proposition 5.8. Let V and W be pseudovarieties of semigroups with V ⊆ W
and V is multiregularly based in W. If W is closed under bideterministic
product, then so is V.

Proof : Let Σ be a basis for V such that, for every pseudoidentity (π = ρ) in
Σ, both π and ρ are W-multiregulars. Fix an element (π = ρ) of Σ. Since
V ⊆ W and W is closed under bideterministic product, the inclusion Vbd ⊆ W
holds. It then follows from Proposition 5.5 that Vbd |= π = ρ. This shows
that Vbd ⊆ V, that is, V is closed under bideterministic product.

Example 5.9. The pseudovarieties DS = [[((xy)ω(yx)ω(xy)ω)ω = (xy)ω]] and
J = [[(xy)ω = (yx)ω, xω+1 = xω]] are pseudovarieties of semigroups closed
under bideterministic product, in view of Proposition 5.8.

Corollary 5.10. If V is a pseudovariety of semigroups multiregularly based
then the pseudovariety LV is closed under bideterministic product.

Proof : Suppose that V = [[Σ]], where Σ is a set of pseudoidentities. For
each pseudoidentity (u = v) ∈ Σ, consider an alphabet A that contains
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c(u) ∪ c(v) and a letter z /∈ c(u) ∪ c(v). Let ϕu,v be the unique continuous
endomorphism of ΩAS such that ϕ(x) = zωxzω for every letter x of A. Then
the equality LV = [[ϕu,v(u) = ϕu,v(v) | (u = v) ∈ Σ]] holds. Clearly, if u
and v are multiregulars, then the same happens with ϕu,v(u) and ϕu,v(v).
Hence, if V is multiregularly based, then LV is multiregularly based and, by
Proposition (5.8), LV is closed under bideterministic product.

We close this section applying Corollary 5.2 in the proof of the following
technical lemma, to be used later on.

Lemma 5.11. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups closed under bideter-
ministic product. Consider an element x of ΩAV such that x ≤R y for some
regular element y of ΩAV. Then, there is not a good factorization (u, a, π) of
x such that u ∈ A∗.

Proof : Suppose, on the contrary, that there is a good factorization (u, a, π)
of x such that u ∈ A∗. Let x = yz, with z ∈ (ΩAV)1. Since y is regular, it
has a factorization y = y0 · b · y1, such that y0 ∈ A∗, b ∈ A, y1 ∈ ΩAV and
|y0| = |u|. Applying Theorem 4.9 to compare the factorizations (u, a, π) and
(y0, b, y1z) of x, and since u and y0 are finite words of the same length, we
conclude that u = y0, a = b and π = y1z. As the triple (y0, b, y1z) is then a
good factorization of x, we may apply Lemma 4.2 to conclude that the triple
(y0, a, y1) is a good factorization of y. But this contradicts Corollary 5.2.

6. Organized factorizations
In this section, we quickly review the factorizations of pseudowords as prod-

ucts of words and regular elements over J, and then proceed to an abstraction
of that property. First, it is convenient to recall the following properties, go-
ing back to [14]. We give [1, Chapter 8] as reference.

Proposition 6.1. Let π, ρ ∈ ΩAS. The following properties hold:

(1) π is J-regular if and only if π is DS-regular;
(2) if π and ρ are J-regular, then J |= π = ρ if and only if c(π) = c(ρ);
(3) for every pseudovariety of semigroups V such that Sl ⊆ V ⊆ DS, if π

is V-regular, then V |= πρ R π if and only if c(ρ) ⊆ c(π).

Definition 6.2. A factorization π = u0 · π1 · u1 · π2 · · · πn−1 · un−1 · πn · un of
an element π of ΩAS is J-reduced if the next four conditions are satisfied:

(1) ui ∈ A∗ for every i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n};
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(2) πi is J-regular for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n};
(3) if ui = 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, then c(πi) and c(πi+1) are incomparable;
(4) t1(ui−1) /∈ c(πi) and i1(ui) /∈ c(πi), for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

If, moreover, the fifth condition u0 = u1 = . . . = un−1 = un = 1 is also
satisfied, then we say that π = π1π2 · · · πn−1πn is a J-reduced multiregular
element of ΩAS.

Lemma 6.3. Suppose that π ∈ ΩAS is a product of n pseudowords that are
J-regular. Then π factorizes as a J-reduced multiregular pseudoword π1 . . . πk
for some k ≤ n.

Proof : Let π = π1 · · · πn be a factorization into J-regular pseudowords. We
show the lemma by induction on n. The base case is trivial. Suppose the
lemma holds for smaller values of n. If c(πi) and c(πi+1) are incomparable for
each i ∈ {1, . . . , n−1}, then the factorization is already J-reduced. If, on the
contrary, c(πj) and c(πj+1) are comparable for some j, then π′j = πjπj+1 is a
J-regular pseudoword (cf. Proposition 6.1(3)) and π = π1 · · · πj−1π

′
jπj+2 · · · πn

is a factorization of π into less than n J-regular factors. We may then apply
the induction hypothesis.

As supporting references for the next theorem, we give [4, Section 4] and [1,
Theorem 8.1.11].

Theorem 6.4. Every element of ΩAS has a J-reduced factorization, and each
J-reduced factorization is unique modulo J, that is, if

π = u0 · π1 · u1 · π2 · · · πn−1 · un−1 · πn · un,
ρ = v0 · ρ1 · v1 · ρ2 · · · ρm−1 · vm−1 · ρm · vm,

are J-reduced factorizations such that J |= π = ρ, then m = n, ui = vi and
J |= πj = ρj for every i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

The following interesting observation will be used later on.

Lemma 6.5. Let V be a semigroup pseudovariety in the interval [J,DS].
Suppose that π = π1 · · · πn ∈ ΩAS is a J-reduced multiregular pseudoword,
and let ρ ∈ ΩAS. Then V |= πρ R π if and only if c(ρ) ⊆ c(πn).

Proof : As V |= πnρ R πn implies V |= πρ R π, the “if” part is immediate in
view of Proposition 6.1. Conversely, suppose that V |= πρ R π, and let x be
such that V |= π = πρx. We then have V |= π1 · · · πn = π1 · · · πn(ρx)ω. By
the uniqueness of J-reduced factorizations (Theorem 6.4), the sets c(πn) and
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c((ρx)ω) must be comparable, and so π′n = πn(ρx)ω is V-regular. Again by the
uniqueness of J-reduced factorizations and by Lemma 6.3 , the factorization
π1 · · · πn−1π

′
n must be J-reduced, and moreover J |= πn = π′n. In particular,

we have c(ρ) ⊆ c(πn).

Next is an abstraction of some features of being J-reduced.

Definition 6.6. Let us consider a factorization of π ∈ ΩAS of the form

π = u0 · π1 · u1 · π2 · · · πn−1 · un−1 · πn · un, (6.1)

for some n ≥ 0, such that u0, un ∈ A∗, ui ∈ A+ when 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and
πi /∈ A+ when 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Let V be a semigroup pseudovariety. The factorization (6.1) is multiregu-
larly organized in V if the pseudowords πi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are V-multiregular.
The same factorization (6.1) is organized with short V-breaks if the following
conditions hold:

(SB.1) [πi i1(ui)]V <R [πi]V when 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1;
(SB.2) [t1(ui) πi+1]V <L [πi+1]V when 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1;
(SB.3) if u0 6= 1 then [t1(u0) π1]V <L [π1]V;
(SB.4) if un 6= 1 then [πn i1(un)]V <R [πn]V.

Finally, the factorization (6.1) is organized with long V-breaks if the following
conditions hold:

(LB.1) [u0π1u1π2 · · · πi−1ui−1πi i1(ui)]V <R [u0π1u1π2 · · · πi−1ui−1πi]V for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1};

(LB.2) [t1(ui) πi+1ui+1πi+2 · · ·un−1πnun]V <L [πi+1ui+1πi+2 · · ·un−1πnun]V for
each i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1};

(LB.3) if u0 6= 1 then [t1(u0) π1u1π2 · · ·un−1πnun]V <L [π1u1π2 · · ·un−1πnun]V;
(LB.4) if un 6= 1 then [u0π1u1π2 · · ·un−1πn i1(un)]V <R [u0π1u1π2 · · ·un−1πn]V.

Remark 6.7. A factorization (6.1) that is organized with long V-breaks is a
factorization that is organized with short V-breaks.

Definition 6.8. A semigroup pseudovariety W is organizing if, for every
alphabet A, every π ∈ ΩAS is multiregularly organized in W.

Example 6.9. The pseudovarieties DS and DS∩ ECom are organizing pseu-
dovarieties, the former by Theorem 6.4 (and Proposition 6.1(1)), the latter
by an analog result of Almeida and Weil (Proposition 3.7 in [10]).
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Proposition 6.10. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups. Suppose that
π is an element of ΩAS with a factorization multiregularly organized in a
semigroup pseudovariety W. Then there are π′ ∈ ΩAS and a set Υπ of pseu-
doidentities over A satisfying the following conditions:

(1) V ⊆ [[Υπ]] ⊆ [[π = π′]];
(2) π′ has a factorization multiregularly organized in W and with short

V-breaks;
(3) if ($ = %) belongs to Υπ, then $ and % are W-multiregulars.

Proof : By hypothesis, there is a factorization

π = u0 · π1 · u1 · π2 · · · πn−1 · un−1 · πn · un
which is multiregularly organized in W. Let s =

∑n
i=0 |ui| and σ = n+s. We

show the proposition by induction on σ ≥ 0. If n = 0 or s = 0 (the latter
implies n = 1), then just take π′ = π and Υπ = ∅. In particular, this shows
the initial step of the induction.

Suppose the proposition holds for smaller values of σ and that n > 0 and
s > 0. Let J be the set of integers i in {1, . . . , n} such that [πi i1(ui)]V R [πi]V
and ui 6= 1, or such that [t1(ui−1) πi]V L [πi]V and ui−1 6= 1. In fact, one always
has ui 6= 1, except, perhaps, when i = 0 or i = n. If J = ∅, then we just
take π′ = π and Υπ = ∅. Suppose that J 6= ∅, and let j ∈ J . Without loss
of generality, we assume that [πj i1(uj)]V R [πj]V and uj 6= 1. Let a = i1(uj),
and let v ∈ A∗ be such that uj = av. Then, there is x ∈ ΩAS such that

[πj]V = [πjax]V = [πj(ax)ω]V. (6.2)

Let ρ = πj(ax)ωa. Since (ax)ωa is a regular element of ΩAS and [πj]W is
W-multiregular, we know that [ρ]W is also W-multiregular. Consider the
pseudoword π̄ with factorization

π̄ = u0 · π1 · u1 · π2 · · · πj−1 · uj−1 · ρ · v · πj+1 · · · πn−1 · un−1 · πn · un.
If v 6= 1, then this factorization is multiregularly organized in W. If v = 1,
then we also obtain a factorization of π̄ which is multiregularly organized
in W by “gluing” ρ and πj+1. In any case, we produce a factorization of π̄
which is multiregularly organized in W and with smaller value for σ than that
we had in π. We may therefore apply the induction hypothesis to obtain a
pseudoword π′ ∈ ΩAS and a set Υπ̄ of pseudoidentities over A satisfying the
following conditions:

(1) V ⊆ [[Υπ̄]] ⊆ [[π̄ = π′]];
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(2) π′ has a factorization multiregularly organized in W and with short
V-breaks;

(3) if ($ = %) belongs to Υπ̄, then $ and % are W-multiregulars.

Let Υπ = Υπ̄ ∪ {(πj = πj(ax)ω)}. By (6.2), we know that V ⊆ [[Υπ]].
Moreover, as [πj]W and [πj(ax)ω]W are both W-multiregulars, we immediately
get that Condition (3) in the statement of the proposition holds for Υπ.
Consider a semigroup S in [[Υπ]]. Then S belongs to [[Υπ̄]], whence

S |= π̄ = π′.

On the other hand, we also have S |= πj = πj(ax)ω, which implies that

S |= ρ · v = πj(ax)ωav = πjuj.

We immediately conclude that S |= π = π̄ = π′. We have therefore showed
that [[Υπ]] ⊆ [[π = π′]], concluding the inductive step of the proof.

Corollary 6.11. Let V and W be pseudovarieties of semigroups, with W
being an organizing pseudovariety. Then V has a basis of pseudoidentities
with factorizations multiregularly organized in W and with short V-breaks.

Proof : Let Σ be a basis of pseudoidentities for V. For each (π = ρ) ∈ Σ, let

Γ(π=ρ) = Υπ ∪Υρ ∪ {(π′ = ρ′)},

where we follow the definition included in Proposition 6.10. Consider the
union Γ =

⋃
(π=ρ)∈Σ Γ(π=ρ). It suffices to show that V = [[Γ]].

Suppose that S ∈ V. For each π, one has S |= Υπ and S |= π = π′. In
particular, S |= π = ρ implies S |= π′ = ρ′. We conclude that if (π = ρ) ∈ Σ,
then S |= Γ(π=ρ) holds. This establishes the inclusion V ⊆ [[Γ]].

Conversely, let S ∈ [[Γ]]. Take (π = ρ) ∈ Σ. Because S |= Υπ, we
have S |= π = π′. Similarly, S |= ρ = ρ′ holds. But S ∈ [[Γ]] also implies
S |= π′ = ρ′, and so, all together, we get S |= π = ρ. This shows [[Γ]] ⊆ V.

7. Breaking factorizations assuming bideterministic clo-
sure

In this section we see how closure under bidetermistic product allows us to
decompose the pseudoidentities found in Corollary 6.11 into pieces involving
only products of regular elements over the organizing pseudovariety.
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Proposition 7.1. Consider a semigroup pseudovariety closed under bideter-
ministic product. Let π ∈ ΩAS. A factorization of π is organized with short
V-breaks if and only if it is organized with long V-breaks.

Proof : Recall that the “if” part of the theorem is immediate (Remark 6.7).
Conversely, consider a factorization

π = u0 · π1 · u1 · π2 · · · πn−1 · un−1 · πn · un, (7.1)

that is organized with short V-breaks. We prove by induction on n ≥ 0
that it is organized with long V-breaks. The base case n = 0 holds trivially.
Suppose that n > 0 and that the theorem holds for smaller values of n.

We show that Conditions (LB.1) and (LB.4) in Definition 6.6 hold for (7.1).
Since the factorization u0·π1·u1·π2 · · · πn−1·un−1 is clearly organized with short
V-breaks, it is, by the induction hypothesis, organized with long V-breaks.
Therefore, to establish Conditions (LB.1) and (LB.4) in Definition 6.6 for
the factorization (7.1), it only remains to show that it is impossible to have
un 6= 1 and

[u0π1u1π2 · · · πn−1un−1πn i1(un)]V R [u0π1u1π2 · · · πn−1un−1πn]V. (7.2)

Suppose, on the contrary, that that is possible. Take ρ = u0π1u1π2 · · · πn−1

and un = bw, with b ∈ A and w ∈ A∗. Then, by Lemma 4.4, for every
sufficiently large positive integer k, the sets[

B
(

[ρ]V,
1

k

)
∩ A∗

]
·un−1 and

[
B
(

[πn]V,
1

k

)
∩ A∗

]
·b

are prefix codes. Therefore, for every sufficiently large k, their product

Pk =
[
B
(

[ρ]V,
1

k

)
∩ A∗

]
·un−1·

[
B
(

[πn]V,
1

k

)
∩ A∗

]
·b

is a prefix code. Following the notation of Proposition 4.7, note that

Pk =
[
Lk

(
[ρ]V, un−1, [πn]V

)
∩ A+

]
· b.

On the other hand, since
(
[ρ]V, un−1, [πn]V

)
is a +-good factorization, the lan-

guage Lk
(
[ρ]V, un−1, [πn]V

)
∩ A+ is V-recognizable for every sufficiently large

k (cf. Proposition 4.7). Therefore, again applying the hypothesis that V is
closed under bideterministic product, we conclude that Pk is a V-recognizable

language, and so the closure Pk
V

of Pk in ΩAV is a clopen subset of ΩAV.
Since

Pk
V

= B
(

[ρ]V,
1

k

)
· un−1 ·B

(
[πn]V,

1

k

)
· b,
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we have [ρ · un−1 · πn · b]V ∈ Pk
V
. As we are assuming that (7.2), holds, there

is x ∈ ΩAS such that [ρ · un−1 · πn]V = [ρ · un−1 · πn · bx]V and thus

[ρ · un−1 · πn · b]V = [ρ · un−1 · πn · bxb]V. (7.3)

Let (ρm)m, (πn,m)m and (xm)m be sequences of elements of A+ respectively
converging in ΩAS to ρ, πn and x, and let wm = ρm · un−1 · πn,m · bxmb.
Note that, for every sufficiently large m, one has ρm ∈ B

(
[ρ]V,

1
k

)
and also

πn,m ∈ B
(

[πn]V,
1
k

)
, thus ρm · un−1 · πn,m · b ∈ Pk and wm ∈ Pk · A+. On

the other hand, by (7.3), the sequence of words (wm)m converges in ΩAV to

[ρ ·un−1 ·πnb]V. Since the latter has Pk
V

as a neighborhood, we conclude that
for sufficiently large m the word wm belongs to the intersection Pk ∩ PkA+.
But this contradicts Pk being a prefix code. Therefore, in order to avoid this
contradiction, one must not have (7.2) whenever un 6= 1.

We established Conditions (LB.1) and (LB.4) in Definition 6.6 for the fac-
torization (7.1). Symmetrically, Conditions (LB.2) and (LB.3) hold for the
same factorization. This concludes the inductive step.

We are now ready for showing the central result of this paper.

Theorem 7.2. Let V be a semigroup pseudovariety closed under bidetermin-
istic product. Take π, ρ ∈ ΩAS such that V |= π = ρ. If

π = u0 · π1 · u1 · π2 · · · πn−1 · un−1 · πn · un, (7.4)

ρ = v0 · ρ1 · v1 · ρ2 · · · ρm−1 · vm−1 · ρm · vm, (7.5)

are factorizations multiregularly organized in V and with short V-breaks,
then n = m, ui = vi and V |= πj = ρj for every i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} and
j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

Proof : If n = 0, then π ∈ A+. Since N |= π = ρ, we then must have π = ρ,
m = 0 and u0 = π = ρ = v0.

Suppose that n,m ≥ 1. We prove the theorem by induction on

s = n+m+
n∑
i=0

|ui|+
m∑
j=0

|vj|.

Note that s ≥ n + m ≥ 2. If s = 2, then n = m = 1 and ui = vj = 1 for
every possible i, j. Therefore, V |= π = π1 = ρ1 = ρ and the theorem holds
in the base case s = 2.
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Suppose that s > 2, and suppose that the theorem holds for smaller values
of s. We consider the (possibly empty) pseudowords

π̄ = π2 · · · πn−1 · un−1 · πn · un and ρ̄ = ρ2 · · · ρm−1 · vm−1 · ρm · vm.
Note that, according to Proposition 7.1, both factorizations (7.4) and (7.5)
are multiregularly organized with long V-breaks. Therefore, if u0 = u′a,
with a ∈ A and u′ ∈ A∗, then (u′, a, [π1u1π̄]V) is a good factorization, and if
v0 = v′b, with b ∈ A and v′ ∈ A∗, then (v′, b, [ρ1u1ρ̄]V) is a good factorization.
Then, taking into account that both π1 and ρ1 have regular elements of ΩAV
as prefixes (they are V-multiregulars), applying Lemma 5.11 we conclude
that u0 = 1 if and only if v0 = 1.

Suppose that u0 6= 1 and v0 6= 1. Without loss of generality, assume that
|u0| ≤ |v0|. Consider the factorization u0 = u′a such that a ∈ A and u′ ∈ A∗,
and the factorization v0 = v′bv′′ such that b ∈ A, v′, v′′ ∈ A∗ and |v′| = |u′|.
Since u′ and v′ are finite words, when we use Theorem 4.9 to compare the
factorizations (u′, a, [π1u1π̄]V) and (v′, b, [v′′ρ1v1ρ̄]V) of [π]V = [ρ]V, the first of
which is a good one, the only possibility is that u′ = v′, a = b, and

V |= π1 ·u1 ·π2 · · · πn−1 ·un−1 ·πn ·un = v′′ ·ρ1 ·v1 ·ρ2 · · · ρn−1 ·vn−1 ·ρm ·vm. (7.6)

Since

(n+m+
n∑
i=0

|ui|+
m∑
j=0

|vj|)− (n+m+
n∑
i=1

|ui|+ |v′′|+
m∑
j=1

|vj|) =

=|u0|+ |v0| − |v′′| = |u0|+ |v′|+ 1 > 0,

we may apply in (7.6) the induction hypothesis, from which we conclude
that n = m, v′′ = 1, ui = vi and V |= πj = ρj for every i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} and
j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Therefore, we may suppose from hereon that u0 = v0 = 1.

Suppose that u1 = 1 also holds (the case v1 = 1 is symmetric). Note
that then one has n = 1. Moreover, [π]V = [ρ]V has no good factorizations
(cf. Corollary 5.2), whence it has no +-good factorization (cf. Lemma 4.6).
The latter implies m = 1, v0 = v1 = 1. Hence, the theorem holds in this case.

Finally, we suppose that u1 6= 1 and v1 6= 1. Consider factorizations
u1 = cū1 with c ∈ A and ū1 ∈ A∗, and v1 = dv̄1 with d ∈ A and v̄1 ∈ A∗.
Compare the factorizations ([π1]V, c, [ū1π̄]V) and ([ρ1]V, d, [v̄1ρ̄]V). They are
good, by Lemma 4.6. By Theorem 4.9, one of the following cases holds:

(1) [π1]V = [ρ1]V, c = d and [ū1π̄]V = [v̄1ρ̄]V;
(2) [π1]V = [ρ1dt]V and [tcū1π̄]V = [v̄1ρ̄]V, for some t ∈ (ΩAS)1;
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(3) [π1ct]V = [ρ1]V and [ū1π̄]V = [tdv̄1ρ̄]V, for some t ∈ (ΩAS)1.

Suppose Case (2) holds. Since ([ρ1]V, d, [tcū1π̄]V) = ([ρ1]V, d, [v̄1ρ̄]V) is a good
factorization of [ρ]V, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that ([ρ1], d, [t]V) is a good
factorization of [ρ1dt]V = [π1]V. But this is impossible in view of Corollary 5.2,
because [π1]V is a product of regular elements. Therefore, Case (2) does
not hold. By symmetry, we conclude that Case (3) is also impossible, and
therefore only Case (1) holds. We may then apply the induction hypothesis
to

V |= ū1 ·π2 ·u2 ·π3 · · · πn−1 ·un−1 ·πn ·un = v̄1 ·ρ2 ·v2 ·ρ3 · · · ρm−1 ·vm−1 ·ρm ·vm
to obtain ū1 = v̄1 (and so u1 = v1), n = m, ui = vi and V |= πj = ρj for
every i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

This exhausts all possibles cases to consider in the inductive step.

Corollary 7.3. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups closed under bide-
terministic product. Suppose that W is an organizing pseudovariety contain-
ing V. Then V is multiregularly based in W.

Proof : By Corollary 6.11, V has a basis Σ of pseudoidentities multiregularly
organized in W (whence in V) and with short V-breaks. Let (π = ρ) ∈ Σ.
Suppose that the next factorizations are multiregularly organized in W and
have short V-breaks:

π = u0 ·π1 ·u1 ·π2 · · · ·un−1 ·πn ·un and ρ = v0 ·ρ1 · v1 ·ρ2 · · · · vm−1 ·ρm · vm.
By Theorem 7.2, we know that n = m, ui = vi and V |= πj = ρj for every
i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The integer n depends on (π = ρ),
and for that reason we denote it by n(π=ρ). For each (π = ρ) ∈ Σ, let
Γ(π=ρ) = {(πj = ρj) | 1 ≤ j ≤ n(π=ρ)}. Consider the set of pseudoidentities
Γ =

⋃
(π=ρ)∈Σ Γ(π=ρ). To conclude the proof, it suffices to show that V = [[Γ]].

We already saw that V |= Γ. Conversely, suppose that S is a semigroup such
that S |= Γ. Fix a pseudoidentity (π = ρ) ∈ Σ. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , n(π=ρ)},
we have S |= πj = ρj. This clearly implies S |= π = ρ, in view of the
factorizations of π and ρ with which we are working with. Hence, we have
S |= Σ, that is, S ∈ V. This concludes the proof that V = [[Γ]].

We next highlight the case where the organizing pseudovariety is DS.

Theorem 7.4. Suppose that V is a semigroup pseudovariety in the interval
[Sl,DS]. The following conditions are equivalent:
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(1) V is closed under bideterministic product;
(2) V is multiregularly based in DS;
(3) V is multiregularly based.

Proof : (1)⇒(2): This is a direct application of Corollary 7.3, in view of the
fact that DS is an organizing pseudovariety.

(2)⇒(3): If π = π1 · · · πn is a DS-multiregular pseudoword, then the prod-
uct π′ = πω+1

1 · · · πω+1
n is a multiregular pseudoword for which we have

DS |= π = π′. Therefore, if Σ is a basis for V formed by pseudoidentities
between DS-multiregular pseudowords, then

Σ′ = {(π′ = ρ′) | (π = ρ) ∈ Σ} ∪ {((xy)ω(yx)ω(xy)ω)ω = (xy)ω}

is a basis for V, comprised solely by pseudoidentities between products of
S-regular pseudowords.

(3)⇒(1): It follows from Proposition 5.8.

8. Factorizations in the global
8.1. Semigroupoids. For the reader to situate himself better, we give some
notation and recall some facts on semigroupoids. We refer to [24, 12, 34].

A semigroupoid S is a graph V (S) ∪ E(S) endowed with two operations
α, ω : E(S) → V (S) which give respectively the beginning and end vertices
of each edge, and a partial associative multiplication on E(S) given by: for
s, t ∈ E, st is defined if and only if ω(s) = α(t) and, then, α(st) = α(s) and
ω(st) = ω(t). For a graph Γ, the free semigroupoid Γ+ on Γ has as vertex-set
V (Γ) and as edges the non-empty paths on Γ.

Every semigroup S may be viewed as a semigroupoid by taking the set of
edges S with both ends at an added vertex. Conversely, for a semigroupoid S
and a vertex v of S, the set S(v) of all loops at vertex v constitutes an
semigroup called the local semigroup of S at v.

A pseudovariety of semigroupoids is a class of finite semigroupoids closed
under taking divisors of semigroupoids, and finitary direct products. The
pseudovariety of all finite semigroupoids is denoted by Sd.

From hereon, we assume that all semigroupoids have a finite number of
vertices. A compact semigroupoid S is a semigroupoid endowed with a com-
pact topology on E(S) and the discrete topology in the finite set V (S), with
respect to which the partial operations α, ω, and edge multiplication are
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continuous (see [6] for delicate questions related with infinite-vertex semi-
groupoids). Finite semigroupoids equipped with the discrete topology be-
come compact semigroupoids. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroupoids.
A compact semigroupoid is pro-V if it is compact and every pair of distinct
coterminal edges u and v can be separated by a continuous semigroupoid
homomorphism into a semigroupoid of V. For a finite graph Γ, a compact
semigroupoid S is Γ-generated if there is a graph homomorphism ϕ : Γ→ S
such that the subgraph of S generated by ϕ(Γ) is dense. We denote by ΩΓV
the free pro-V Γ-generated semigroupoid. The semigroupoid ΩΓV has the
usual universal property.

For each finite graph A, the free semigroupoid A+ generated by A is dense
in ΩASd. The edges of A+ are the nonempty paths on A, whence the name
pseudopath for the edges of ΩASd. A generalization of Reiterman’s Theo-
rem states that the pseudovarieties of semigroupoids are the classes of finite
semigroupoids defined by pseudoidentities, that is formal identities between
pseudopaths of finitely generated free pro-Sd semigroupoids ([24, 12]).

We are mostly interested in two kinds of semigroupoid pseudovarieties
induced by a semigroup pseudovariety V: the pseudovariety gV of semi-
groupoids generated by V (the global of V), and the pseudovariety `V of
semigroupoids whose local semigroups belong to V. One has gV ⊆ `V, and
if the equality holds, then the pseudovariety V is said to be local.

Let A be a finite graph. In general a pseudoidentity between edges π and ρ
of ΩASd is denoted (A; π = ρ), because if A is a subgraph of B, then a finite
semigroupoid satisfying (B; π = ρ) may not satisfy (A; π = ρ), see [34, pages
100 and 101]. However, if V is a semigroup pseudovariety, then we can write
a pseudoidentity (A; π = ρ) satisfied by ΩAgV simply by (π = ρ), because in
that case there is no dependence on A [34, Theorem 2.5.15].

8.2. Semigroupoid versions of previous definitions and results. Sev-
eral basic concepts for semigroups carry on to semigroupoids without sub-
stantial modifications. For example, in a semigroupoid S one may consider
the Green relations between edges, an edge s is regular if s = sxs for some
edge x of S, etc. Definitions 6.6 and 6.8 also carry on to (pseudovarieties of)
semigroupoids with no real modifications: just replace pseudowords by pseu-
dopaths, and words by paths. For example, an edge π of ΩASd is V-regular
if its canonical projection [π]V in ΩAV is regular, where V is a semigroupoid
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pseudovariety. Next are the semigroupoid versions of Propositions 6.10 and
Corollary 6.11, for which entirely analogous proofs hold.

Proposition 8.1. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroupoids and let A a
finite graph. Suppose that π is an edge of ΩASd with a factorization multireg-
ularly organized in W, where W is a semigroupoid pseudovariety. Then there
is an edge π′ in ΩASd and a set Υπ of pseudoidentities over A satisfying the
following conditions:

(1) V ⊆ [[Υπ]] ⊆ [[(A; π = π′)]];
(2) π′ has a factorization multiregularly organized in W and with short

V-breaks;
(3) if (A;$ = %) belongs to Υπ, then $ and % are W-multiregulars.

Corollary 8.2. Let V and W be pseudovarieties of semigroupoids, with W
being an organizing pseudovariety. Then V has a basis of pseudoidentities
with factorizations multiregularly organized in W and with short V-breaks.

8.3. The interval [Sl,DS ∩ RS]. We denote by RS the class of finite semi-
groups S whose set of regular elements is a subsemigroup of S. Although RS
is not a pseudovariety, the class DS ∩ RS is a semigroup pseudovariety, with

RS ∩ DS = DS ∩ [[xω+1yω+1 = (xω+1yω+1)ω+1]], (8.1)

as the regular elements of a semigroup of DS are its group elements. Note
also that (8.1) yields the following corollary of Proposition 5.8.

Corollary 8.3. The pseudovariety DS ∩ RS is closed under bideterministic
product.

Denote by Reg(S) the subgraph, of the semigroupoid S, formed by the
regular edges of S. Let RSd be the class of finite semigroupoids S such
that Reg(S) is a subsemigroupoid of S. Here `RS is the class of finite semi-
groupoids whose local semigroups belong to RS.

Proposition 8.4. The equality `RS = RSd holds.

Proof : Clearly, for every semigroupoid S, and every vertex v of S, an element
of the local semigroup Sv of S at v is regular in Sv if and only if it is regular
in S. Therefore, the inclusion RSd ⊆ `RS is immediate.

Conversely, let S ∈ `RS, and let s, t be consecutive regular edges of S.
Take edges x and y such that s = sxs and t = tyt. Note that xs and ty
are idempotents rooted at the vertex v = ωs. Since xs and ty are regular
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elements of the local semigroup Sv at v, we know that xs·ty = xs·ty ·z ·xs·ty
for some loop z belonging to Sv. We then have

st = s · xs · ty · t = s · xs · ty · z · xs · ty · t = sxs · t · yzx · s · tyt = st · yzx · st,
thus showing that the edge st is regular in S.

Corollary 8.5. For any finite graph A, every product of regular edges of
ΩA`(DS ∩ RS) is a regular edge of ΩA`(DS ∩ RS).

8.4. Honest pseudovarieties. Recall that a semigroupoid homomorphism
is faithful if it maps distinct coterminal edges to distinct coterminal edges.

Proposition 8.6 ([2]). If V is a pseudovariety of semigroups, then the unique
continuous semigroupoid homomorphism from ΩAgV onto ΩE(A)V that maps
[a]gV to [a]V, for every a ∈ E(A), is a faithful homomorphism.

The next proposition brings nothing new, but we did not find a direct
reference for it. The content c(π) of a pseudopath π of ΩASd is the subgraph
X ∪ α(X) ∪ ω(X) of A where X ⊆ E(A) satisfies c([π]S) = {[a]S | a ∈ X}.
For pseudopaths π, ρ, we write c(ρ) ⊆ c(π) when c(ρ) is a subgraph of c(π).

Proposition 8.7. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroupoids in the interval
[gSl, gDS]. Let A be a finite graph. Suppose that the edge π of ΩASd is
regular in V, and let ρ be an edge of ΩASd such that ω(π) = α(ρ). Then we
have V |= πρ R π if and only if c(ρ) ⊆ c(π).

Proof : If V |= πρ R π, then Sl |= πρ R π holds because V contains gSl,
whence c(ρ) ⊆ c(π). Conversely, suppose that c(ρ) ⊆ c(π). As π is V-
regular, there is z ∈ ΩASd such that V |= π = πzπ (which implies that [zπ]V is
idempotent), and the graph c(π) is strongly connected. Therefore, and since
c(ρ) ⊆ c(π), there is a path v in c(π) such that α(v) = ω(ρ) and ω(v) = α(z).
We may then consider the idempotent loop s = ((zπ)ωρv(zπ)ω)ω of ΩASd.
Because c(ρ) ⊆ c(π), we also have c(π) = c(s) = c(zπ) and DS |= s = (zπ)ω.
Applying Proposition 8.6, we get gDS |= s = (zπ)ω, thus V |= s = zπ.
Therefore, V |= π = πs = πρvzπ(ρvzπ)ω−1, establishing V |= π R πρ.

Definition 8.8. A pseudovariety of semigroups V is honest if, for every finite
graph A, a ∈ A and π ∈ ΩASd such that π is a product of regular elements
of ΩAgV, the following conditions hold:

(1) when ωπ = αa, one has V |= πa R π =⇒ gV |= πa R π;
(2) when ωa = απ, one has V |= aπ L π =⇒ gV |= aπ L π.
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Proposition 8.9. The semigroup pseudovarieties in the intervals [J,DS] and
[Sl,DS ∩ RS] are honest.

Proof : Suppose that V ∈ [J,DS]. Let π and a be as in Definition 8.8, with
ωπ = αa (the case απ = ωa is symmetric). By Lemma 6.3, the projection of
π in ΩE(A)S, still denoted π, is a J-reduced multiregular π1 · · · πn in ΩE(A)S.
Applying Lemma 6.5, from V |= π R πa we get a ∈ c(πn). It follows from
Proposition 8.7 that gV |= πna R πn, whence gV |= πa R π.

Finally, if V ∈ [Sl,DS ∩ RS], then a product of regular elements of ΩAgV
is a regular element of ΩAgV, by Proposition 8.4. Therefore, V |= πa R π
implies gV |= πa R π by Proposition 8.7 also in this case.

We leave open the problem of identifying all the honest pseudovarieties.

Proposition 8.10. Let V be a honest pseudovariety of semigroups that is
closed under bideterministic product. Suppose W is a semigroup pseudovari-
ety containing V and such that gW is an organizing pseudovariety. Then gV
is multiregularly based in gW.

Proof : By Corollary 8.2, the global gV has a basis Σ formed by edge pseu-
doidentities (π = ρ) with pseudopath factorizations

π = u0 ·π1 ·u1 ·π2 · · · ·un−1 ·πn ·un and ρ = v0 · ρ1 · v1 · ρ2 · · · · vm−1 · ρm · vm

that are both organized in gW and with short gV-breaks. Projecting in
ΩE(A)V and seeing these factorizations as pseudowords factorizations, we see
that they are multiregularly organized in W and with short V-breaks, the
latter property holding because V is honest. Combining with V |= π = ρ and
Theorem 7.2, we get that n = m, ui = vi and V |= πj = ρj for every i ∈
{0, 1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. In particular, we have the equalities α(πj) =
ω(uj−1) = ω(vj−1) = α(ρj) and ω(πj) = α(uj) = α(vj) = ω(ρj). Therefore,
by Proposition 8.6, we have gV |= πj = ρj, for every j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

As the integer n depends on (π = ρ), we denote it by n(π=ρ). For each
(π = ρ) ∈ Σ, consider the set of pseudopath pseudoidentities defined by
Γ(π=ρ) = {(πj = ρj) | 1 ≤ j ≤ n(π=ρ)}. Take the union Γ =

⋃
(π=ρ)∈Σ Γ(π=ρ)

Then, in view of the conclusion at which we arrived in the previous paragraph,
we have gV = [[Γ]], an equality whose detailed justification follows exactly
the same argument as in the last lines of the proof of Corollary 7.3.
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Corollary 8.11. Suppose that V is a pseudovariety closed under bidetermin-
istic product and belonging to one of the intervals [Sl,DS ∩ RS] or [J,DS].
Then gV is multiregularly based.

Proof : The pseudovariety gDS is organizing by [9, Proposition 4.2]. There-
fore, by Propositions 8.9 and 8.10, we know that gV is multiregularly based
in gDS. For each gDS-multiregular pseudopath π = π1 · · · πn, take for each
gDS-regular pseudopath πi a pseudopath zi such that gDS |= πi = πi(ziπi)

ω,
and let π′ = π1(z1π1)

ω · · · πn(znπn)ω. Note that π′ is an Sd-multiregular pseu-
dopath. Therefore, if Σ is a basis for gV formed by pseudoidentities between
gDS-multiregular pseudopaths, then

Σ′ = {(π′ = ρ′) | (π = ρ) ∈ Σ} ∪ {((xy)ω(yx)ω(xy)ω)ω = (xy)ω}

is a basis for gV, comprised solely by multiregular pseudopaths.

9. Preservation of locality inside the interval [Sl,DS∩ RS]
A pseudovariety of semigroups is monoidal if it is of the form VS, for some

pseudovariety of monoids V.

Theorem 9.1 ([19]). Let V be a monoidal pseudovariety of semigroups. If
V is local then the pseudovarieties of semigroups K©m V, D©m V and LI©m V
are also local monoidal pseudovarieties of semigroups.

In this section we show that an analog of Theorem 9.1 is valid for the
operator V 7→ V when restricted to the interval [Sl,DS ∩ RS]. It already
follows from Corollary 3.13 that V is monoidal when V is monoidal. To
proceed, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 9.2. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups such that K©m V and
D©m V are local pseudovarieties. If the pseudopaths π and ρ are loops such
that gV |= π = ρ = π2, then we have `(N©m V) |= πω = πωρ = ρπω = ρω.

Proof : By the easy part of the Pin-Weil basis theorem for Mal’cev prod-
ucts [32], and by Proposition 8.6, we have g(K©m V) |= πωρ = πω and
g(D©m V) |= ρπω = πω. Since the intersection K©m V ∩ D©m V contains (it
is actually equal to) the pseudovariety N©m V, and since K©m V and D©m V are
local by hypothesis, it follows in particular that `(N©m V) |= πωρ = πω = ρπω.
The latter implies

`(N©m V) |= πωρω = πω = ρωπω. (9.1)
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On the other hand, the hypothesis gV |= π = ρ = π2 is clearly equivalent to
gV |= π = ρ = ρ2, and so we can interchange the roles of π and ρ in (9.1),
which altogether implies `(N©m V) |= πω = ρωπω = ρω.

The next proposition is the key to obtain the result we search for.

Proposition 9.3. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups. If K©m V and
D©m V are local, and if gV has a basis of pseudoidentities between pseudopaths
that are regular in `V, then V is local.

Proof : Let (π = ρ) be a pseudoidentity satisfied by gV such that π and ρ are
regular in `V. The proof amounts to show that `V |= π = ρ holds.

We may take a pseudopath x such that

`V |= π = πxπ and `V |= x = xπx, (9.2)

and a pseudopath y such that

`V |= ρ = ρyρ and `V |= y = yρy.

As gV |= π = ρ, we have gV |= πx = ρx. Applying Lemma 9.2 to the latter
(note that `V ⊆ `(N©m V)) and observing that πx is idempotent in `V, we
obtain

`V |= πx = πx · ρx = ρx · πx. (9.3)

In the pseudovariety `V, the pseudopath ρy is an idempotent which is a prefix
of ρ, and so, in view of (9.3), a prefix of π also. Therefore, we have

`V |= π = ρyπ.

Dually, we also have
`V |= π = πyρ.

It follows from these facts that the pseudopath x′ = yρ · x · ρy satisfies in
`V the pseudoidentities π = πx′π and x′ = x′πx′. Moreover, in `V we also
have x′ = yρ · x′ · ρy. Therefore, if necessary replacing x by x′, we may
suppose, as we do from hereon, that x not only satisfies (9.2) and (9.3), but
also `V |= x = yρ · x · ρy. In particular, gV |= x = yρxρy = yπxπy =
yπy = yρy = y holds, whence gV |= xπ = yρ. Then, as both xπ and yρ are
idempotents in `V, applying Lemma 9.2 we obtain `V |= xπ = yρ. It follows
that `V |= ρ = ρyρ = ρxπ = ρx(πxπ) = (ρxπx)π. Replacing in the last
term of this chain of pseudoidentities ρxπx by πx by means of (9.3), we get
`V |= ρ = πxπ = π, concluding the proof.

We are now ready to deduce the main result of this section.
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Theorem 9.4. Let V be a monoidal pseudovariety of semigroups in the in-
terval [Sl,DS ∩ RS]. If V is local, then V is local.

Proof : By Theorem 9.1, both K©m V and D©m V are local. By Theorem 2.4,
K©m V and D©m V are closed under bideterministic product, so

V ⊆ K©m V = K©m V and K©m V ⊆ K©m(K©m V) = K©m V.

Then we have the equality K©m V = K©m V and, by duallity, D©m V = D©m V.
By Corollary 8.11, gV has a basis of pseudoidentities between multiregular

pseudopaths. On the other, note that V ⊆ DS ∩ RS, as DS ∩ RS is closed
under bideterministic product. In view of Proposition 8.4, it follows that
gV has a basis of pseudoidentities between pseudopaths that are regular in
`(DS ∩ RS), and thus in `V.

Altogether, the result then follows directly from Proposition 9.3.

Let G be the pseudovariety of finite groups and let Ab be the pseudovariety
of finite Abelian groups. It is proved in [26] that DG is local, but not DAb.
In contrast, we have the following.

Corollary 9.5. For every pseudovariety H of finite groups, the pseudovariety
DH ∩ ECom is local.

Proof : It is shown in [25] that Sl ∨ H is local. Applying Theorem 9.4, we
deduce that DH ∩ ECom is local (cf. Example 3.8).

Taking into account that every pseudovariety of bands is local [25], or
that CR ∩ H is local for every pseudovariety H of groups [23], one finds in
Example 3.9 other local pseudovarieties resulting from Theorem 9.4.

10. Interplay with the semidirect product with D
Let α be a unary operator on a sublattice of semigroup pseudovarieties con-

taining Sl, mapping monoidal pseudovarieties to monoidal pseudovarieties. A
monoidal pseudovariety of semigroups V containing Sl is local if and only if
LV ⊆ V ∗ D, if and only if LV = V ∗ D [36]. Therefore, α(V) is local if V is
local and the following inclusions hold:

L(α(V)) ⊆ α(LV) and α(V ∗ D) ⊆ α(V) ∗ D.
Theorem 9.1 was proved in [19] using this strategy. Indeed, these inclusions
hold for each pseudovariety of semigroups V containing Sl when α is one of
the operators V 7→ K©m V or V 7→ D©m V. Other operators were considered
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in [19]. As observed in [19], for the operator V 7→ N©m V the first inclusion
holds when V ⊇ Sl, while the second fails for V = Sl. In this section we verify
that the strategy used in [19] does not work for the operator V 7→ V. While
V ∗ D ⊆ V ∗ D holds for many subpseudovarieties of DS (cf. Corollary 10.4),
including Sl, we have LV * LV when V = Sl. The latter follows from the

next proposition, in view of the equality J ∩ ECom = Sl (cf. Example 3.8).

Proposition 10.1. The pseudovariety LSl is strictly contained in L(J ∩ ECom).

Before we proceed to the proof, recall from [1, Section 10.6] the so called
k-superposition homomorphism Φk : ΩAS→ (ΩAk+1S)1, the unique continuous
extension of the mapping A+ → (Ak+1)∗ that sends words of length at most
k into the empty word and reads the consecutive factors of length k + 1 in
every word over A with length at least k+1. In the proof of Proposition 10.1
we only need to consider the case k = 1.

Proof of Proposition 10.1: The inclusion LSl ⊆ L(J ∩ ECom) follows imme-
diately from the inclusion LSl ⊆ L(J ∩ ECom) and by Corollary 5.10.

Consider the alphabet A = {a, b} and the pseudowords u = aωbωaω and
v = aωbωaωbωaω of ΩAS. Since u and v have the same finite factors, the
same set of finite prefixes, and the same set of finite suffixes, we have LSl |=
u = v (cf. [20]). As u and v are products of idempotents, it follows from
Corollary 5.6 that LSl |= u = v.

Let α = aa, β = bb, γ = ab and δ = ba. We have the factorizations

Φ1(u) = αω−1 · γ · βω−2 · δ · αω−1,

Φ1(v) = αω−1 · γ · βω−2 · δ · αω−2 · γ · βω−2 · δ · αω−1.

Both factorizations are multiregularly organized with short (J∩ECom)-breaks.
As J∩ECom is closed under bideterministic product, by Theorem 7.2 we have
J∩ECom 6|= Φ1(u) = Φ1(v). This in turn implies that (J ∩ ECom)∗D1 6|= u = v
by [1, Theorem 10.6.12]. Since (J ∩ ECom) ∗D1 is contained in L(J ∩ ECom),
we conclude that L(J ∩ ECom) 6|= u = v.

Recall that the Brandt semigroup B2 belongs to V if and only if V * DS.

Lemma 10.2. Let V be a semigroup pseudovariety containing B2. If V is
multiregularly based, then gV is multiregularly based.

Proof : In [5, Theorem 5.9] it is stated that if V = [[ui = vi | i ∈ I]] for a
family (ui = vi)i∈I of pseudoidentities, then gV = [[(ui = vi;Aui) | i ∈ I]],
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where Aui is a certain graph canonically built from ui, with the pseudowords
ui and vi seen as pseudopaths in ΩAui

Sd. Hence, if the pseudoword wi is a
regular factor of ui, say wi = wixiwi for some pseudoword xi, we have in
particular gV |= (wi = wixiwi;Aui), and the result follows.

Recall that, for a positive integer k, the pseudovariety of semigroups Dk is
defined by yx1 · · ·xk = x1 · · ·xk, and D =

⋃
k≥1 Dk.

Proposition 10.3. If gV is multiregularly based, then V ∗ D and V ∗ Dk are
multiregularly based, for every k ≥ 1.

Proof : Let Σ be a basis of gV such that, for each (u = v;A) ∈ Σ, both u
and v are multiregular edges of ΩASd. For each pseudoidentity P in Σ, let
HP be the set of continuous semigroupoid homomorphisms from ΩASd onto
free profinite semigroups ΩnS, with n running the positive integers.

By [5, Theorem 3.2], we can pick a certain εP ∈ HP , for each pseudoidentity
P = (u = v) in Σ, in such a way that

V ∗ D =
⋂

P=(u=v)∈Σ

[[εP (u) = εP (v)]].

Since u and v are multiregular edges, their homomorphic images εP (u) and
εP (v) are multiregular pseudowords, establishing the proposition for V ∗ D.

Concerning V ∗ Dk, we make a proof by induction on k ≥ 1. Beginning
with case k = 1, we apply to V ∗ D1 the Almeida-Weil basis theorem [12,
Theorem 5.3], as follows. For each ε ∈ HP , let FP,ε be the set of families
π = (πq)q∈V (A) of elements of (ΩnS)1 for which one has D1 |= ε(s) = πωs
(actually, in a literal application of the Almeida-Weil basis theorem one has
first D1 |= παsε(s) = πωs, clearly equivalent to D1 |= ε(s) = πωs, as ε(s) is a
nonempty pseudoword). The Almeida-Weil basis theorem gives

V ∗ D1 =
⋂
P∈Σ

⋂
ε∈HP

⋂
π∈FP,ε

[[παuε(u) = παuε(v) | P = (u = v)]].

Fixed π ∈ FP,ε, consider the family π′ = (t1(πq))q∈V (A). Note that we have
D1 |= ε(s) = t1(πωs), whence π′ ∈ FP,ε. On the other hand, the pseu-
doidentity παuε(u) = παuε(v) is clearly a consequence of the pseudoidentity
t1(παu)ε(u) = t1(παu)ε(v). We conclude that we actually have

V ∗ D1 =
⋂
P∈Σ

⋂
ε∈HP

⋂
π∈FP,ε

[[t1(παu)ε(u) = t1(παu)ε(v) | P = (u = v)]].
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Therefore, it suffices to check that, fixed P = (u = v) ∈ Σ and π ∈ FP,ε,
both t1(παu)ε(u) and t1(παu)ε(v) are multiregular. By hypothesis, there is
a factorization u = wu′ such that w is a regular edge of ΩASd and u′ is a
product of regular edges of ΩASd. Let z ∈ ΩASd be such that w = wzw. Take
s ∈ E(A) with z = z′s, for some (possibly empty) pseudopath z′. Since π′ ∈
FP,ε, and noting that ωs = αw = αu, we have ε(s) ≤L t1(παu). It follows that
ε(w) = ε(wzw) ≤L ε(sw) ≤L t1(παu)ε(w) ≤L ε(w), showing that t1(παu)ε(w)
is L-equivalent to the regular pseudoword ε(w). Therefore, t1(παu)ε(u) =
t1(παu)ε(w)ε(u′) is a product of regular pseudowords. Symmetrically, as αu =
αv, the pseudoword t1(παu)ε(v) is also a product of regular pseudowords.
This shows the base step of the induction.

We proceed with the inductive step. If k > 1, then Dk = Dk−1 ∗ D1 holds
(cf. [1, Lemma 4.1]), thus V ∗Dk = (V ∗Dk−1)∗D1. By the induction hypoth-
esis, V∗Dk−1 is multiregularly based. Since B2 ∈ Sl∗D1 (cf. [5, Section 4]), it
then follows from Lemma 10.2 that g(V ∗Dk−1) is multiregularly based. This
reduces to the base case, thus proving that V∗Dk is multiregularly based.

Corollary 10.4. Suppose that V is a semigroup pseudovariety belonging to
one of the intervals [Sl,DS∩RS] or [J,DS]. If V is closed under bidetermin-
istic product, then so is each of the pseudovarieties V ∗ D and V ∗ Dk, for
every k ≥ 1. Therefore, if V belongs to one of the intervals [Sl,DS ∩ RS] or
[J,DS], the inclusions V ∗ D ⊆ V ∗ D and V ∗ Dk ⊆ V ∗ Dk hold.

Proof : If V is closed under bideterministic product, then gV is multiregularly
based by Corollary 8.11. Therefore, the pseudovarieties V ∗D and V ∗Dk are
multiregularly based, by Proposition 10.3, which implies by Proposition 5.8
that they are closed under bideterministic product.

Example 10.5. The pseudovariety DG = [[(xy)ω = (yx)ω]] is mutiregulary
based, and therefore so is each of the pseudovarieties DG ∗ D and DG ∗ Dk.

Remark 10.6. The existing proof that DG is local is a tour de force that
does not depend on profinite methods [26]. Note that DG = IE©m Sl, where
IE = [[xω = yω]], so that LDG = IE©m LSl, as proved in [19, Appendix A].
Since Sl is local, one has LSl = Sl ∗ D = V(B2) ∗ D, where V(B2) is the
semigroup pseudovariety generated by B2. Moreover, thanks to [19, Theorem
4.2], the inclusion IE©m(V(B2) ∗ D) ⊆ (IE©m V(B2)) ∗ D holds. Therefore, we
may hope for an alternative proof of the locality of DG consisting in showing
that

IE©m V(B2) ⊆ DG ∗ D1. (10.1)
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This inclusion is indeed true, but the arguments we have for its justification
depend on the locality of DG. In this context, Example 10.5 is relevant,
since it reduces the problem to the search of a “profinite” proof of the in-
clusion (10.1) to showing that IE©m V(B2) |= π = ρ whenever π and ρ are
multiregular pseudowords such that DG ∗ D1 |= π = ρ.

For pseudovarieties not contained in DS, we have the following proposition.
We omit the proof, because it is an exercise using the ideas in the proof of [18,
Lemma 3.11] and none of the equational techniques that are the subject of
this paper.

Proposition 10.7. Suppose that V is a semigroup pseudovariety such that
B2 ∈ V and D1 ∨ K1 ⊆ V. If V is closed under bideterministic product, then
so is V ∗ Dk, for every k ≥ 1.

We leave open the question of whether the condition D1 ∨ K1 ⊆ V in
Proposition 10.7 is really necessary. As one example that it might not be,
take the pseudovariety ECom: on one hand, B2 ∈ ECom and D1 * ECom, on
the other hand ECom∗Dk is closed under bideterministic product for each k,
by the combination of Lemma 10.2, Proposition 10.3 and Proposition 5.8.
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